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 Performance Standards for Stage 1 General Mathematics 

- Concepts and Techniques Reasoning and Communication 

A Comprehensive knowledge and understanding of 
concepts and relationships. 

Highly effective selection and application of mathematical 
techniques and algorithms to find efficient and accurate 
solutions to routine and complex problems in a variety of 
contexts. 

Successful development and application of mathematical 
models to find concise and accurate solutions. 

Appropriate and effective use of electronic technology to 
find accurate solutions to routine and complex problems. 

Comprehensive interpretation of mathematical results in 
the context of the problem. 

Drawing logical conclusions from mathematical results, 
with a comprehensive understanding of their 
reasonableness and limitations. 

Proficient and accurate use of appropriate mathematical 
notation, representations, and terminology. 

Highly effective communication of mathematical ideas 
and reasoning to develop logical and concise arguments. 

Formation and testing of appropriate predictions, using 
sound mathematical evidence. 

B Some depth of knowledge and understanding of 
concepts and relationships. 

Mostly effective selection and application of 
mathematical techniques and algorithms to find mostly 
accurate solutions to routine and some complex 
problems in a variety of contexts. 

Attempted development and successful application of 
mathematical models to find mostly accurate solutions. 

Mostly appropriate and effective use of electronic 
technology to find mostly accurate solutions to routine 
and some complex problems. 

Mostly appropriate interpretation of mathematical results 
in the context of the problem. 

Drawing mostly logical conclusions from mathematical 
results, with some depth of understanding of their 
reasonableness and limitations. 

Mostly accurate use of appropriate mathematical notation, 
representations, and terminology. 

Mostly effective communication of mathematical ideas 
and reasoning to develop mostly logical arguments. 

Formation and testing of mostly appropriate predictions, 
using some mathematical evidence. 

C Generally competent knowledge and understanding of 
concepts and relationships. 

Generally effective selection and application of 
mathematical techniques and algorithms to find mostly 
accurate solutions to routine problems in different 
contexts. 

Application of mathematical models to find generally 
accurate solutions. 

Generally appropriate and effective use of electronic 
technology to find mostly accurate solutions to routine 
problems. 

Generally appropriate interpretation of mathematical 
results in the context of the problem. 

Drawing some logical conclusions from mathematical 
results, with some understanding of their reasonableness 
and limitations. 

Generally appropriate use of mathematical notation, 
representations, and terminology, with reasonable 
accuracy. 

Generally effective communication of mathematical ideas 
and reasoning to develop some logical arguments. 

Formation of an appropriate prediction and some attempt 
to test it using mathematical evidence. 

D Basic knowledge and some understanding of concepts 
and relationships. 

Some selection and application of mathematical 
techniques and algorithms to find some accurate 
solutions to routine problems in context. 

Some application of mathematical models to find some 
accurate or partially accurate solutions. 

Some appropriate use of electronic technology to find 
some accurate solutions to routine problems. 

Some interpretation of mathematical results. 

Drawing some conclusions from mathematical results, 
with some awareness of their reasonableness. 

Some appropriate use of mathematical notation, 
representations, and terminology, with some accuracy. 

Some communication of mathematical ideas, with 
attempted reasoning and/or arguments. 

Attempted formation of a prediction with limited attempt to 
test it using mathematical evidence. 

E Limited knowledge or understanding of concepts and 
relationships. 

Attempted selection and limited application of 
mathematical techniques or algorithms, with limited 
accuracy in solving routine problems. 

Attempted application of mathematical models, with 
limited accuracy. 

Attempted use of electronic technology, with limited 
accuracy in solving routine problems. 

Limited interpretation of mathematical results. 

Limited understanding of the meaning of mathematical 
results, their reasonableness or limitations. 

Limited use of appropriate mathematical notation, 
representations, or terminology, with limited accuracy. 

Attempted communication of mathematical ideas, with 
limited reasoning. 

Limited attempt to form or test a prediction. 
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Stage One: Mathematica=nvestigation  Box of Chocoiates

ln this investigation, three separate pieces of chocoIate and the packaging are
designed, COnSisting of one simpIe standard shape and two compIex soIid shapes.
The two compIex designs require two types ofshapes to be u輔zed, PIanarfaces and

CurVed surfaces. This investigation tests measurement sk川s learnt throughout the

term. Word has been used to layoutthe 5 parts ofthe investigation. The five parts
COmPrise ofthe design ofthe three unique shapes, the volume, Surface area and
COSting ofthe tray and packaging box and a conclusion, aIi parts have been cIearIy
depicted with al看working out and sketches.

Part One The Design

⇒ simpIe Design Sphere
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⇒ compIex Design  Cylinder & Right Hexagonal Pγramid
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Part Two  Estimating and Calculating Volume

a) EstimatingVoiume

Estimations were made by manipuIating otherformuas for othershapes and
repIacing Jt With 3・ Then true voIume was calculated′ foIIowed by cacuating

absolute and percentage error.

⇒sphere

VA=4/3x3x20x20x20=32000mm3
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Octagonal Prism

VA=2x2xlO2x30=12000mm3
Semi Sphere j

VA=4/3x3x20x20x20=32OOO÷2=160OOmm3

Tota看= 12000 + 16000 = 28000mm3

⇒ Cγlinder & HexagonaI Pyramid

Cyiinder

VA=3x202x30=36000mm3

HexagonaI Pyramid f上

VA=%xlO2x20=1000mm3　　　間中

Totaiこ36000 + 1000 = 3700Omm3

b) TrueVoIume
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⇒Sphere

VE=4/3xnx20x20x20=33与1O.3mm3

うOctagonaI Prism & Semi Sphere

Octagonal Prism

VE=2(1+V2〉xlO2x30=14485.3 mm3

Semi Sphere

VE=4/3xJtX20x20x20=32000÷2=1675与.2mm3　　Clna, C

Tota! Voiume = 14485.3 + 167与5.2 = 31240.与mm3

⇒ cyiinder & Hexagonai Pyramid

CyIinder

VE=JtX202x30=37699.1 mm3
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HexagonaI Pyramid

VE=V3/2xlO2x20= 1732mm3

Tota! Volume = 37699.1 + 1732 = 39431.1mm3
C〉　ComDarison & Wastage

Abs。Iut。 E.r。r= lvAVEl

IvAVEI
Percentage Error = X lOO%

VE
⇒sphere

Absolute E「ror=3200033510.3 =上510.3 l = 1510.3 mm3

l 3200033与10.3 l
Percentage Error = X lOO%こ4.与%

33与10.3

⇒octagonal Prism & Semi Sphere

AbsoIute Error = 2800031240.5 =十3240.5 l = 3240.5 mm3

i 2800031240.与I

旦旦rCentage Error = X lOO% =宣0.3%
31240.与

⇒cyiinder & Hexagonal Pyramid

AbsoIute Error= 3700039413.1 =上2413.1 l =2413.1 mm3

I37000葛39413.1 i

Percentage Err旦r =

39413.1
X lOO% = 6.宣%

Above′ absoIute and percentage error are shown for the voiume caIcuIations for the

SPhere・ As shown in the caIculations above′ the estimation was sIightIy inaccurate. A

mOre aCCurate Prediction couId have been made through manipuating other
formuias. Wastage is a detrimentto a busjness′ COStS COuId be reduced by

COnStruCting pieces which are standard and can be e輔enty stored and minimizing

SPare rOOm in the box′ reSulting in costefficient pieces.



Part Three  Calcuiating Surface Area
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Above is the packaging box′ a net diagram has been constructed to find the surface

area. The foliowing caiculations show my method ofworking out the surface area of
the packaging box:

170x与0=8与00mm2

170x80= 13600mm2
与0x80=4000mm2

2(8与00) + 2(13600)十2(4000) =与2200mm2
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Figure 2:
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Figure 2 depicts the net diagram ofthe piastic tray" Dimensions of 170mm (length) x
80mm(width) x与Omm (height) have been used. The following cacuIatjons show my

method offindingthe total su南ce area ofthe tray:

170x与0二8与00mm2

170x80こ13600mm2

与Ox80=4000mm2

13600十2(4000)十2(8与00) = 38600mm2

CyIinder (withouttop and bottom): 2xJtX20x 50= 6283.2mm2

Cyiinder (withouttop and bottom): 2xJtX20x40= 5026.与mm2

RectangIe: 2(20x2O+50x20+50x20) = 48OO 2Ox 2020 x 20 = 400Omm2

Totai Surface Area = 38600 + 6283.2 + 5026.与十4000 =与3909.7mm2

Part Four  CaIcuIating Cost

ChocoIate Cost = ;20.50 for a lkg bag

Piece l Sphere + VoIume = 33510.3mm3

33与10.3÷ 1000 = 33.与103cm3

1cm3= 1gram

33・与103cm3二33・与g
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(gtokg)
33.与÷ 1000 = 0.033kg

O.033 x 20.与0二SO.68

Piece 2  OctagonaI Prism & Semi Sphere i) Totai VoIume = 14485.3 + 16755.2
= 31240.与mm3

31240.与÷ 1000 = 31.23cm3

1cm3= 1gram

31・23 cm3こ31"23g

(gtokg)
31・23÷ 1000こ0.031kg

O.031 × 20.与0= SO.63

Piece 2 Cylinder & HexagonaI Pyramid ⇒ TotaI VoIume = 37699.1 + 1732
=39431.1 mm3

39431.1 ÷ 1000 = 39.43cm3

1cm3 = 1gram

39・43cm3二39・43g

(gtokg)
39・43 ÷ 1000こ0"039kg

O・039x 20.与0=So,80

吐=;4.30 persquare meter

TSA ofTray = 53909.7 mm2

与3909.7 ÷ 1000000こ0.0与39097m2二0.0与m2

4.30x O.0与=So.之2

睦ckaging BQX_= ;2.80 per square meter

TSA of Box = 52200mm2



与2200 ÷ 1000000二0,0与m2

2.80xO.0与=SO.14

TotaI Cost =O.68 + 0.63 + 0.80+ 0.22 +0.14=;2.47 =;2.50 用捕緋5　し棋仁
言　　・ ll

Part Five  The Report/ConcIusion

In this investigation′ meaSurement S剛s have been used to construct three uniquey

designed pieces ofchocoiate, Wherein, the volume w川need to be found and

detailed sketches need to be drawn. Estimations were made by manipulating other
formuIas for othershapes and repIacingJt With 3. Then true voIume was caicuIated,
foIIowed by calcuIating absoIute and percentage error" A pastic tray and packaging
box are sketched out′ incIuding net diagrams which were used to find the surface

area, iastlythe costing is added up, OVeraIl achieving a ;2.50 cost.

Ifa business were to construct these pieces  have created, it wouId not be cost
e輔ent as wastage has occurred′ COStS COud be reduced by constructing pieces

Which are standard and can be efficienty stored and minimizing spare room in the
box.

Throughout the investigation′ Various assumptions have been made. 1t was

PreSumed that itwas a soijd piece ofchocoate, nOt being ho=ow or剛ed with
anything other than chocolate′ the thickness of the tray was aiso assumed. The

Iimitations in the investigation were the given dimensions, being 170mm (length) x
80mm (width) x与Omm (height)′ these restrjcted the chocoIate piece sizes.
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Tothe le師sa scaied Diagram ofone of

the complex pieces l have designed, the
OCtagOnai prism and semiSPhere.

Through attentive caIcuIations, detaiIed
3D sketches and various net diagrams,
VOiume and surface area was found for
each ofthe 3 pieces′ then the packaging

box and pIastic t「ay′ Subsequentlytransferred to cm2 in which the price was

retrieved through converting it to grams then to kilograms′ fina一一y receiving a price of

;2.5O. Ove「訓′ the investigation conducted couId be defective due to having rangjng

VOIumes and the shapes used forthe tray couId possiby cause the compex shapes
not to fit in appropriateIy.
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Appendices

曇里聖二霊三塁_三・号、。∴.告
雪享点二章一 CalcuIating

absolute and

PerCentage
area forthe
VOiume of

each piece.
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VariousSketches,NetDiagramandtotaI 
SurfaceareaofthepIastictray, 

CaicuIating
the cost for

the packaging

box,

Chocoiate and

the tray.
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